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Unlock The Private Label Rights To This Brand New "Never Before Released To The Public" Mini-Course

SQUEEZE PAGE Package And Take Advantage Of All The Extras! The $100 A DAY Income System! But

be forewarned... I'm limiting the rights on this incredible package at this blowout price to the first 50

Subscribers Only! Hi Fellow Netpreneur, The holidays are here so I'm going to keep this as short and

sweet as possible. Most of you know the incredible value to PLR rights so I'll skip the details of why you

need this package and get right into what's included. First... you get full UNRESTRICTED private label

rights. Once purchased, it's yours to do whatever you'd like.... No strings attached. Here's what you'll

receive: * A professionally designed "Gorgeous" squeeze page created by your's truly with built in

autoresponder form. The squeeze page is already coded for Aweber so just a few tweaks to the HTML

and you'll be all set if you use aweber, or you can have it setup for any of the most popular

autoresponders out there like UnselfishContactor, Email Aces, Get Response, 1st Shopping Cart, etc just

as easily by tweaking the code a bit.. As mentioned above, you'll also be receiving the custom Thank You

Page . The Thank you page is coded to forward the aweber variables to show the subscribers first name

and personalize the page a bit. * You're also going to receive the software box cover and website

template for the ecourse. I recommend you deliver the ecourse in the web based template simply

because you can easily add affiliate endorsements, adsense links, clickbank products, etc as you see fit.

* You'll also receive the complete 3 lesson ecourse for the $100 A Day system. The course is divided into

three lessons that encompass the topic of writing product endorsements for clickbank and PayDotCom

products and how to use the power of these articles to steadily increase your affiliate commissions to

$100 A Day. You can read lesson 1 of the three part course here: * You'll also receive all the PSD files for

the graphics as well For those who've purchase my PLR products in the past you know I spare nothing

when it comes to quality. Plus, I leave plenty of opportunity open for you to add, edit, and customize the

course to your own liking ;-) In addition, I recommend (and usually create my e-courses in a web based

format to allow you to monetize from affiliate products and adsense as well). Because the ecourse covers

the topic of article writing and submission, you have at least a dozen opportunities to add some clickbank
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endorsements for some of your favorite products and earn some easy commissions on the back end.

Having said that, you also have a truly one of a kind - NEVER BEFORE RELEASED - PLR product you

can immediately offer to you list or add to a membership site instantly. PLUS... for those that want to take

true advantage and start building your list, this is the perfect product to do it with. The squeeze page has

been written to optimize the max number of subscribers and once you've built your list from this product

that's truly when your opportunities are endless. All those that subscribe are interested in Money Making

Opportunities. All you need to do is follow up with clickbank endorsements on a regular basis. The money

is truly in the list! But that's another topic in itself ;-) I won't go into all the benefits of the PLR aspect but I

will say that if you can't make back you initial investment on this immediately... you should probably find a

new line of work ;-)... just kidding! C'mon smile a bit ;-) But I do think you'll have no trouble getting back

your investment 100 fold. So how much is it? I plan to offer this exact Squeeze Page package after the

holiday for $47. Right now I'm offering a 50 discount so you can grab your Unrestricted PLR copy for the

next 7 days only for just $5 After 7 days.. this page will reflect my full price there is one catch... I haven't

yet had time to put a sales page together so that's up to you but I'll think you'll agree that at this price (or

any price you'd like to offer it) the product and graphic squeeze page design sells itself! You may also

take portions of this page as well if you so desire or send me an email and I'll send you the link to this

page again for copy ;-) - all Vault Members Get This Sales Page As Well. So, how do I order? Simply

click on the PayPal link and make payment of $5 and you'll be redirected to a download link where you

can download the entire package immediately. Please note however that once I've sold 50 packages at

this blowout price I will be raising the price. This package is easily worth $97 at a discount, especially

once the sales page is completed so act fast and take advantage. REMEMBER... this is a product that

has never been seen or heard of on the net so you're getting first crack at sales! Go get em! Tags:
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